
Date: 11 January 2016, Monday 
Time: 5:00pm – 6:00pm 
Venue:  SIS Level5 at the couch outside Chris office 
  
Attendees: Professor Chris Boech, Yee Shu Wen, Wei Xiaoxin, Wu Di 
  
Agenda: 1. Introduce our project to Professor Chris Boech and obtain his 

feedback regarding project 
 

Feedback from Supervisor Meeting: 
 
Inventory Management 

1. The current system is still rather manual as whenever there is an order, 
Crystal would have to go to the website and manually process, pick, 
pack and ship the order. Our application should be able to increase 
automation and reduce manual work.   

a. We can preprint label for her. 
b. How can she outsource fulfillment? Such that people can ship 

stuff for her. Need to make supply chain efficient. Analytics 
can help with that such as when to preorder, and shipping 
details.  
 

Customer relationship Management 
2. Our application should be scalable such that the website would be able 

to handle a large amount of traffic (i.e. when business grow to 10000 
orders per day). Such that when there is a large amount of customers in 
the database, the application can automatically tell her who are the 
customer(s) who are running low on products and the system can 
automatically allow her to send a marketing email to these group of 
people. 

3. Coupons - Which coupon is most used?  
a. We can print in-store coupons such that customer can print the 

coupon in the store and use them and the information will come 
back to the application. The system would know coupons are 
used more for this product(s).  

b. Segmentation- In addition, she can send birthday vouchers to 
50% of the customers in the birthday month. Then calculate 
how many times likely will these customers who received 
coupons likely to come back for a repurchase compared to 
customers whom did not receive the coupon. 

 
Sales/Marketing Analysis Function 

4. Regarding analytics, our system could be able to predict what will 
happen tomorrow (i.e. increase or drop of sales). 

5. The system should also be able to show track patterns and trend such 
that people who bought this item would usually buy that other item. 

6. Which promotion is doing well? Does every product have a unique url 
in our website? Could she run a Google Advert Campaign, could our 
website track which campaign is the most profitable one? We want to 



keep track of every page, every user. Get people to click. Google 
Analytics- if every page have different product. 

 
Other stuff 

7. Some pointers to serve as checkpoints whether our system brings value  
a. Where did we make her business easier and better? 
b. What did we do that is innovative? 
c. What are the manual things she has to do? 
d. How is Crystal likely to like our web application compared to 

Qoo1o? 
i. Less time to add or remove product? 

ii. Update inventory fulfill orders? 
iii. 10% commission? 
iv. We reinvented ecommerce because she last time do not 

have such feature, and now she can do this. 
8. Gathering customers for UAT/Mid terms 

a. Sold a product 
b. Sign up and give their email or take current customer’s email 

from Qoo1o and send them 10% coupons and drive the traffic 
to our web application. 

c. By mid terms have to say we sold how many products! 
Have to ask these customers to set up with these account! 

d. Our main focus should be earning money! 
9. If any part of our website is not implemented during mid terms, 

we have to draw it out!  
 

 
Action Taken: 

a. Change our schedule to increase suggestions by Prof Chris 
b. Arrange to discuss possible changes with Crystal 
c. Make $1 profit for Crystal Natural Products and show the results to Prof Chris 

in the next supervisor meeting. 
 
  
The meeting was adjourned at 6 pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if 
there are no amendments reported in the next three days. 
 
 
 
Prepared by, 
Yee Shu Wen 


